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Abstract We propose and demonstrate a method to
characterize waveguide loss using the spectral response of
combinations of distributed Bragg reflectors. The method is
independent of coupling efficiency and waveguide dispersion and does not require the introduction of bending loss
into the device.

1 Introduction
Waveguide loss arises from a number of different sources,
including scattering loss [1, 2], material absorption, and
bending of the guide. Accurate estimation of waveguide
loss is crucial to the design of some integrated photonic
devices. For example, nonlinear devices are very sensitive
to operating power. This is true in the sense that with too
little power the device will not function and with too much
power the device can become unstable [3].
The most direct methods of characterization involve the
determination of total loss by comparing the transmission of
waveguides of different lengths and the separation of input
and output coupling loss from waveguide loss by linear
regression [4]. However, in the case of low loss waveguides,
the device length required to obtain an accurate loss measurement can be difficult to fabricate. It is possible to improve
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the device footprint by folding the waveguide, although this
introduces bending losses which must be accounted for [5, 6].
Bending can also distort the mode profile and alter its susceptibility to scattering loss. In this situation, it cannot be
presumed that the scattering loss is equivalent to that of the
unbent guide. Creating consistent input and output coupling
can also be problematic in small-scale devices.
A technique for determining waveguide loss using ring
resonators also exists [7, 8]. In this method, it is possible to infer
total loss from spectral characteristics of the resonator. Since the
optical field circulates many times within the resonator, accurate loss measurements can be obtained from relatively compact
devices. Additionally, the measurement is independent of input
and output coupling. However, waveguide bending becomes
unavoidable. Likewise, additional effort must be made during
analysis to separate the loss coefficient from the power splitting
coefficient of the ring coupler, since both appear identically in
the resonator equations. Finally, additional analysis is required
in the presence of waveguide dispersion.
A linear waveguide resonator formed by a pair of distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) can be used to characterize
waveguide loss through fitting of the experimental spectra [9].
In this approach, waveguide bending loss is avoided, but the
propagation loss cannot be distinguished from the reflection
loss at the DBR, which is often comparable or greater than the
loss in the straight waveguide section, may vary with wavelength, and may significantly depend on the fabrication quality
of the DBR.
In this paper, we describe a method to characterize
waveguide loss based on the comparison of the spectral
responses of three DBR devices, in each case using a DBR
reflectance null point as a reference. The method is independent of coupling efficiency, does not require the introduction of bending into the device, and makes no a priori
assumptions with regard to DBR loss. As a result, only
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scattering loss and material absorption contribute to the
measured loss. The method possesses the footprint advantage of resonant devices, and waveguide dispersion does
not introduce errors. It is particularly useful for situations
in which the bending necessitated by the alternative
methods would degrade the loss estimate.

2 Theory
2.1 Spectral response of a distributed Bragg reflector
The reflectance of a distributed Bragg reflector created by the
periodic perturbation of a dielectric waveguide may be
described in the context of coupled-mode theory [10]. This
formalism represents the permittivity profile e(x, y, z) of the
periodic structure as the Fourier series: e(x, y, z) = Rm em(x,
y)exp(-im2p/Kz), where K is the period of the perturbation
and m is an integer. The full solution is then written as a
combination of propagating modes of the z-invariant waveguide described by the term e0(x, y) of the series. The effect of
the perturbation is to transfer energy from one mode to
another, mostly when the difference between the propagation
constants of the modes equals or comes close to m2p/K for
some m. In Bragg reflectors, the two modes of interest are a
forward propagating mode with propagation constant bF and a
reflected mode with propagation constant -bB. The number of
other propagating modes is usually limited, and their propagation constants are not matched to either bF or -bB by any
grating order m, allowing the coupling into these modes to be
neglected (in a single mode waveguide, the only possible
match is bF = bB). Energy coupled into radiating modes
quickly leaves the guide and can be accounted for as propagation loss. With these assumptions, the differential equations
that govern the mode amplitudes are [10]:
dAF
aDBR
¼ i  j  AB expði  Db  zÞ 
AF
dz
2

ð1Þ

dAB
aDBR
¼ i  j  AF expði  Db  zÞ þ
AB
dz
2

ð2Þ

Db ¼ bF  ðbB Þ  m

2p
K

ð3Þ

where AF and AB are the respective amplitudes of the
forward and backward propagating waves. The coupling

lim rF ¼
s!0

i  j  LDBR
sLDBR
lim iDb
2  LDBR þ lim tanhðsLDBR Þ
s!0
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s!0

¼

i  j  LDBR
6¼ 0
ijjj  LDBR þ 1

coefficient j is a function of the m-th Fourier series
component em(x,y) of the perturbation and the extent to
which it overlaps with the guided modes. The propagation
distance within the DBR is indicated by z, aDBR is the linear
loss coefficient of the DBR, and bF and -bB are the respective
propagation constants of the forward and backward
propagating modes. By decoupling the equations, the
general solution may be determined to assume the form:


i  Db  z
AF ¼ exp
 ½C1 expðs  zÞ þ C2 expðs  zÞ
2
ð4Þ


i  Db  z
AB ¼ exp
 ½D1 expðs  zÞ þ D2 expðs  zÞ
2
ð5Þ
s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
  2
aDBR a2DBR
Db
þ
s¼
j j þ i  Db

2
2
4

ð6Þ

where C1, C2, D1, and D2 are constants. Applying this result
to a grating of length LDBR with a forward propagating wave
injected at z = 0 and no back propagating wave injected at
z = LDBR, i.e., such that AB(LDBR) = 0 and AF(0) = 0,
yields the coefficient of reflection rF and coefficient of
transmission tF of the periodic structure:
rF ¼

AB ð 0Þ
i  j  LDBR
¼ iDbþaDBR
DBR
AF ð 0Þ
 LDBR þ tanhsL
2
ðsL

ð7Þ

DBR Þ

sLDBR expðiDb
2 LDBR Þ
AF ðLÞ
sinhðsLDBR Þ
¼
tF ¼
DBR
DBR
AF ð0Þ iDbþa
 LDBR þ tanhsL
2
ðsL

:

ð8Þ

DBR Þ

The derivation of Eqs. (7) and (8) is provided in the
‘‘Appendix’’. The coefficient of reflection rB and coefficient of transmission tB for an input wave that is backward
propagating at z = LDBR may be derived in a similar
manner using the appropriate boundary conditions. In the
absence of loss (aDBR = 0), Eqs. (7) and (8) reduce to the
form commonly found in the literature [10].
The dependence of DBR reflectance and transmittance
on spectral detuning Db in the absence of loss (aDBR = 0)
is illustrated in Fig. 1. When aDBR = 0, the points
Db = ±2|j| give s = 0 in Eq. (6) and are conventionally
defined as the edges of the stopband, although the reflectance is nonzero at these points:

ðaDBR ¼ 0Þ:

ð9Þ
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However, true reflectance null points occur at
sLDBR = nip for integers n = 0, where tanh(sLDBR) =
0 but sLDBR = 0 and therefore lim(|sLDBR/tanh(sLDBR)|)
= ?. The corresponding wavevector values are:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


np 2

Dbnull ¼ 2 j j þ
; n ¼ 1; 2; . . .
ð10Þ
LDBR
The maximum reflectance occurs at the band center
Db = 0. For a lossless grating, the maximum coefficient of
reflection is rF(Db = 0) = tanh(jLDBR).
When loss is included, the reflectance at Dbnull is no
longer zero, but remains small. To the first order in aDBR,
the magnitude of the coefficient of reflection at the null
point is:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðaDBR  LDBR ÞðjjjLDBR Þ ðjjjLDBR Þ2 þðn  pÞ2
jrF jnull 
:
2 ð n  pÞ 2
ð11Þ
The derivation of Eq. (11) is provided in the ‘‘Appendix’’.
Since the periodic perturbation is an engineered structure,
it is generally possible to construct a DBR with both high
maximum reflectance (e.g., |j|LDBR = 2) and vanishingly
small reflectance at the Dbnull points. This property of
Bragg reflectors is the basis of the waveguide loss
characterization method proposed in the present work.
Specifically, a point of vanishing reflectance will be
exploited to normalize the transmission spectrums of
different combinations of DBRs for comparison, which
will ultimately allow the inference waveguide loss. Any
of the null points n = 1, 2, … can be used for this purpose. Note that higher order nulls yield lower reflection in
Eq. (11), but move the reference wavelength farther from
the DBR stopband.

2.2 Distributed Bragg reflector Fabry–Pérot resonator
The transmittance of a Fabry–Pérot resonator formed by a
pair of DBRs is given by the equation:

 

tF;1 ðkÞ2 tF;2 ðkÞ2 expða  Lcav Þ

TFP ðkÞ ¼ 

1  rB;1 ðkÞ  rF;2 ðkÞ exp½2i  /ðkÞ expða  Lcav Þ2

ð12Þ
where TFP is the resonator transmittance, a is the cavity
power loss coefficient, Lcav is the resonance cavity
length, and u is the phase shift of the field upon
traversing the cavity [11]. The subscripts 1 and 2
associated with the DBR coefficients of transmission
and reflection refer, respectively, to the first and second
DBR of the resonator, as they need not be identical. In
the case of a linear waveguide, the parameter u is given
by:
/ðkÞ ¼

2p  neff ðkÞ  Lcav
k

ð13Þ

where neff is the effective index of the guided mode, and k
is the free space wavelength of the guided light.
We first apply Eq. (12) to a DBR resonator with a short
cavity, e.g., one DBR period in length. In this arrangement,
the loss in the cavity will be negligible compared to the
loss from the reflective elements, since the DBR elements
are many periods in length. Consequently, the equation for
resonator transmittance reduces to:

 

tF;1 ðkÞ2 tF;2 ðkÞ2

TFP;SC ðkÞ ¼ 
 :
1  rB;1 ðkÞ  rF;2 ðkÞ exp½2i  /ðkÞ2

ð14Þ

From
this,
we
may
make
two
important
observations. First, the transmittance at the reflectance
null point Dbnull is:

2 
2
TFP;SC ðknull Þ ¼ tF;1 ðknull Þ tF;2 ðknull Þ
¼ TDBR;1 ðknull ÞTDBR;2 ðknull Þ

ð15Þ

where TDBR is the transmittance of the individual DBR
elements, with subscripts indicating order of occurrence as
before. Second, at the cavity resonance, the resonator
transmittance equals:


TFP;SC kSC;res

Fig. 1 Dependence of the response of an ideal DBR on spectral
detuning. In this example, |j| = 600 cm-1 and LDBR = 38.912 lm.
Vertical lines denote the conventional edge of the stopband



 
  

tF;1 kSC;res 2 tF;2 kSC;res 2
¼
 


 2 :
1  rB;1 kSC;res  rF;2 kSC;res 

ð16Þ

If we divide the expression for resonance transmittance
Eq. (16) by the null point transmittance Eq. (15), we arrive
at the relationship:
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TFP;SC kSC;res
¼
TFP;SC ðknull Þ
 
  

tF;1 kSC;res 2 tF;2 kSC;res 2

 
 
 


 :
tF;1 ðknull Þ2 tF;2 ðknull Þ2 1  rF kSC;res  rB kSC;res  2
ð17Þ
The product of DBR reflection coefficients at resonance
may be expressed explicitly by rearranging Eq. (17):
 



rB;1 kSC;res  rF;2 kSC;res 
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

ﬃsﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

ﬃsﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
TDBR;1 kSC;res
TDBR;2 kSC;res
TFP;SC ðknull Þ

:
¼1
TDBR;1 ðknull Þ
TDBR;2 ðknull Þ TFP;SC kSC;res
ð18Þ
Equation (18) gives the product of DBR reflection
coefficients |rB,1(kSC,res)rF,2(kSC,res)| at the resonance
wavelength of the short cavity in terms of power
transmittance ratios, namely TDBR,1(kSC,res)/TDBR,1(knull),
TDBR,2(kSC,res)/TDBR,2(knull)
and
TFP,SC(knull)/
TFP,SC(kSC,res). The former two can be determined from
the measured transmittance spectrum of the individual
DBR elements, and the latter from the transmittance
spectrum of the short cavity. All the ratios are independent
of waveguide coupling loss and of any loss in the guide
sections leading in and out of the test structures.
With the knowledge of the DBR reflection coefficients,
it is possible to infer waveguide loss using a resonator with
a long cavity. In this arrangement, the cavity loss is no
longer negligible. From Eq. (12), the resonator transmittance at the null point is thus:

2 
2
TFP;LC ðknull Þ ¼ tF;1 ðknull Þ tF;2 ðknull Þ expða  Lcav Þ
¼ TDBR;1 ðknull ÞTDBR;2 ðknull Þ expða  Lcav Þ:
ð19Þ
Likewise, at each long cavity resonance, the transmittance
equals:


TFP;LC kLC;res
 
  

tF;1 kLC;res 2 tF;2 kLC;res 2 expða  Lcav Þ
¼
: ð20Þ
 



2
1  rB;1 kLC;res  rF;2 kLC;res  expða  Lcav Þ
If we follow a similar procedure as before and divide the
expression for resonance transmittance in the long cavity
case Eq. (20) by the null point transmittance Eq. (19), we
arrive at the relationship:


TFP;LC kLC;res
¼
TFP;LC ðknull Þ

 
  

tF;1 kLC;res 2 tF;2 kLC;res 2
:

2 
2 
 



tF;1 ðknull Þ tF;2 ðknull Þ 1  rB;1 kLC;res  rF;2 kLC;res  expða  Lcav Þ 2

ð21Þ
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It is generally possible to choose the long cavity length
Lcav so that one of its resonances coincides with one of
the resonances of the short cavity. For example, if both
cavity lengths are integer multiples of the DBR period,
each cavity will have a resonance at the exact center of
the stopband. For these coincident resonances,
kLC,res = kSC,res = kres, and the product of the DBR
coefficients of reflection |rB,1(kres)rF,2(kres)| appearing in
Eq. (21) is known from Eq. (18). Equation (21) is thus
readily solved for the loss factor. Substituting in the
prior expression for the DBR coefficients of reflection
Eq. (18), the cavity loss at resonance may be expressed
as:
expða  Lcav Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
TDBR;1 ðkres Þ
TDBR;2 ðkres Þ
TFP;LC ðknull Þ
1  TDBR;1
ðknull Þ TDBR;2 ðknull Þ
TFP;LC ðkres Þ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
¼
TDBR;1 ðkres Þ
TDBR;2 ðkres Þ
TFP;SC ðknull Þ
1  TDBR;1 ðknull Þ TDBR;2 ðknull Þ TFP;SC ðkres Þ

ð22Þ

Placing kres near the center of the stopband is particularly
advantageous because DBR properties at band center are
less sensitive to small frequency errors. Eq. (22) is the
primary result of this paper.

3 Experimental demonstration
3.1 Fabrication and characterization
The simplest manifestation of Eq. (22) occurs for the case
of a symmetrical resonator in which the DBR elements are
identical. In such an arrangement, the waveguide loss may
be identified from three transmittance ratios: TDBR(kres)/
TDBR(knull), TFP,SC(knull)/TFP,SC(kres), and TFP,LC(knull)/
TFP,LC(kres). These can be obtained experimentally from
the transmittance spectra of three structures: a single DBR,
a pair of DBRs separated by a short cavity, and a pair of
DBRs separated by a relatively long cavity, respectively.
To illustrate the utility of this approach, these devices were
fabricated in silicon strip waveguides. The fabrication and
characterization techniques have been described previously
[12]. In brief, the devices are created from a 250 nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate with a 3 lm buried oxide
layer. The substrate is patterned with a hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) mask via electron beam lithography.
The substrate then undergoes an inductively coupled
plasma reactive-ion etch process, and the patterned silicon
is then cladded with a layer of silicon dioxide deposited via
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. All three
devices were fabricated together on the same sample to
minimize the random fabrication variations between the
nominally identical DBRs.

Characterization of waveguide loss

Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrograph of an uncladded section of
DBR. Note that the scale bar label is 500 nm
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Fig. 4 Transmission spectra of the experimental structures about the
null reflectance point. The inset in the upper left of the figure is a
conceptual illustration in which the shaded area indicates the
approximate position of the measurements relative to the DBR
stopband

by the detector is corrected for the wavelength dependence
of the laser output. The transmittance plots in Figs. 3 and 4
are normalized by the mean value of the spectra. This
facilitates the presentation of the measurements on a
common scale and is referred to as transmitted power
normalized to mean. The normalization does not affect
transmittance ratios entering Eq. (22).
3.2 Results

Fig. 3 Transmission spectra of the experimental structures about the
cavity resonance. The inset in the upper left of the figure is a
conceptual illustration in which the shaded area indicates the
approximate position of the measurements relative to the DBR
stopband

The nominal dimensions of the waveguide are 250 nm
height and 500 nm width. The DBRs are formed by periodically modulating the waveguide width by ±50 nm
(Fig. 2). The grating period is nominally 0.304 lm, and the
DBRs are 90 periods long. The short resonance cavity is
one grating period in length, and the long resonance cavity
is 658 DBR periods in length. Parabolic inverse tapered
couplers, narrowing to 134 nm at the tip, are employed at
both the input and output terminals of the device.
Characterization of the device was performed using a
tunable laser source (Agilent model 81980A) to excite the
TE mode in the silicon waveguide, coupled using a lensed
tapered fiber. Transmitted light is collected by a microscope objective. A polarizer is used to reject any TM mode
component that may arise from imperfect alignment of the
lensed fiber. The detector used is Newport model 918D-IGOD3, and the power meter used is Newport model 2931-C.
Measurements are automated by a computer. For the
measurements presented in this paper, the power registered

The normalized transmission spectra of the three structures
about the resonance and null wavelengths are presented in
Figs. 3 and 4. In the fabricated devices, the resonances and
null points of the devices do not exactly coincide (e.g.,
kLC,res = kSC,res). The relative separation of the null point
and resonance wavelengths, kres - knull, for each of the
different structures differs by B0.15 nm. This is much
smaller than the absolute separation between devices and
suggests that the variation is due primarily to drift of the
laboratory temperature between measurements. This is
because the entire stopband shifts with changes in the
laboratory temperature (as opposed to local heating of the
cavity or fabrication error which would shift only the resonances). The offset has the potential to introduce error
when the DBR coefficients of reflection at kSC,res from
Eq. (17) are inserted for the reflection at kLC,res in Eq. (20).
This error is small, however, because the DBR stopband is
*20 nm wide and according to Eq. (7) the quantity
|rB,1(kres)rF,2(kres)| near the center of the stopband varies
little (*0.001 %) over a 0.15 nm wavelength interval.
This translates into a *0.07 % error in the loss estimate.
The normalized power values at the points of interest are:
TDBR(knull) = 2.81 (at k = 1539.37 nm), TDBR(kres) =
0.0805 (at k = 1527.59 nm), TFP,SC(knull) = 2.59 (at k =
1538.38 nm), TFP,SC(kres) = 2.43 (at k = 1526.53 nm),
TFP,LC(knull) = 3.10
(at
k = 1538.56 nm),
and
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TFP,LC(kres) = 1.04 (at k = 1526.86 nm). The uncertainty
in each power measurement is ±3 %, and the propagation
of this uncertainty in Eq. (22) may be calculated analytically [13]. The measured waveguide loss is therefore
4.5 ± 0.6 dB/cm (equivalently 1.0 ± 0.1/cm). This agrees
well with the loss in nominally identical waveguides estimated by the fitting method [12].
3.3 Discussion
The proposed method of loss characterization has a number
of distinct advantages. Since transmittance ratios are the
only measurement involved, the method is independent of
absolute coupling efficiency, which is particularly subject
to fabrication uncertainty and can be difficult to characterize. The method does not require the introduction of
bending loss or mode distortion into the device. The
method is resonant and therefore possesses a footprint
advantage over nonresonant methods, since it is possible to
accumulate a larger total amount of loss over a smaller
length of waveguide. Furthermore, the method is not
degraded by waveguide dispersion, which only shifts the
relative position of the relevant spectral features. The
limitations of the method should also be explicitly considered, however.
It is necessary that the absolute coupling efficiency does
not drift over the measurement time, otherwise error will
be introduced into the power ratio measurements. For the
same reason, it is also necessary that the device input and
output coupling efficiency be the same at the null points
Dbnull and at the resonance point near Db = 0. These
limitations are generally easy to satisfy. Finally, it is necessary for the waveguide loss also to be identical at Dbnull
and Db = 0. In practice, this condition will be met in most
dielectric waveguides, except near points of material
absorption lines. Note that it is not necessary for the DBR
loss to be identical, or even similar, at Dbnull and Db = 0.
The error in the proposed loss characterization scheme
will be dominated by three main sources. The first source is
the noise floor of the measurement system, which can
become significant if the DBRs are highly reflective and its
transmittance at stopband center TDBR(kres) is low. If this
situation occurs, it will be impossible to accurately calculate the transmission ratios used to determine DBR
reflectance and power loss. This problem can usually be
avoided by the use of DBRs with lower reflectance and/or
higher input powers. In the experiment reported here, the
DBR rejection at stopband center is 16 dB, coupling loss
(mostly on the fiber side) is 16 dB, and 6 dBm laser input
power was used, producing -26 dBm power at the detector, well above detector noise floor of -50 dBm.
The second source of experimental error is impedance
mismatch at the input and output coupling points at the
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facets of the sample. If the impedance mismatch is high,
the coupling points themselves will act as additional mirrors, and the entire device will act as a series of coupled
resonators. This will produce very complex transmission
spectra and in general spoil the desired ratio measurements.
The effect would be clearly visible, however, particularly
on the transmittance spectra of a single DBR. In our
experiment, inverse tapers were sufficient to suppress facet
reflections. In the spectra shown in Fig. 4, any features due
to reflections at coupling points are masked by other noise
sources and need not be considered separately. If such
features do appear, reflections can be further reduced by
cleaving the facet at an angle to the waveguides, but this
could complicate fabrication and reduce coupling efficiency. Increasing the distance between the couplers may
also mitigate this effect by damping the unwanted outer
resonator; however, it will increase the total device
footprint.
The third source of error is fabrication process variations, leading to unintended differences between the resonator structures. If the propagation loss incurred over the
cavity length Lcav is very small, reflectance variation
among nominally identical DBRs could compromise the
measurement. The gratings in this experiment were fabricated using electron beam lithography which results in a
high degree of uniformity. Our measurements of similarly
prepared resonators suggest that two nominally identical
devices separated by 1 mm distance on the chip may
differ by *2 % in full width at half maximum, which
would translate into *0.07 % error in the quantity
|rB,1(kres)rF,2(kres)| and *3 % error in the loss estimate.
This variation is a consequence of a number of causes,
including drift of the electron beam path and focusing,
and nonuniformity in the height of the SOI wafer and
lithography resist. As such, it will increase with larger
grating separation and longer pattern write times.
Appropriate consideration during the design stage can
generally minimize the impact of these effects. In the
work presented here, the error is expected to be significantly less than 3 % because the devices were separated
by less than 260 lm. Fabrication errors may also alter the
optical path lengths of the resonator cavities and shift the
position of the resonant peaks of the measurement devices
relative to one another, resulting in kSC,res = kLC,res.
However, as we have seen in Sect. 3.2, the first-order
change in DBR parameters at the center of the stopband is
very small, so a device engineered with a broad stopband
will be resistant to this source of error. In the worst-case
scenario, multiple devices of each type may be fabricated
and the best matching pair used for measurement. The
fabrication uncertainty in the cavity length is *0.3 %,
which has a negligible error contribution compared to the
measurement uncertainty.
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4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated a
method to characterize waveguide loss using the spectral
response of combinations of distributed Bragg reflectors.
The method is independent of coupling efficiency and
waveguide dispersion. It is conditional upon a small
number of limitations that are easily met in practice, specifically that the coupling must be time independent, and
the coupling and waveguide loss must be wavelength
independent at the measurement points. It does not require
the introduction of bending into the device and thereby
avoids the introduction of bending loss into the device.
Likewise, it avoids alteration of the mode susceptibility to
scattering loss. As such, it serves as a complement to
existing techniques.
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The boundary conditions that we will apply to determine
the undetermined coefficients C1, C2, D1, and D2 in Eqs.
(4–6) are AB(LDBR) = 0 and AF(0) = a nonzero constant.
This corresponds to the physical arrangement in which
only a forward propagating field is incident upon the DBR.
It is possible to eliminate two of the coefficients by
substituting the boundary conditions into Eqs. (4, 5). The
general solutions may then be rewritten as:


i  Db  z
AF ¼ 2  C1  exp
sinhðs  zÞ
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i  Db  z
expðs  zÞ
ð27Þ
þ AF ð0Þ  exp
2
AB ¼ 2  D1 expðs  LDBR
 Þ
i  Db  z
sinh½sðz  LDBR Þ:
 exp
2

ð28Þ

Substituting Eqs. (27, 28) into Eqs. (1, 2) and again
employing the boundary conditions, the remaining
coefficients may be determined:
C1 ¼

DBR
s  iDbþa
AF ð0Þ expðs  LDBR Þ
2

ði  Db þ aDBR Þ sinhðs  LDBR Þ þ 2  s  coshðs  LDBR Þ
ð29Þ

Appendix: Derivations
D1 ¼

Coefficients of transmission and reflection of a DBR
We shall take as our starting point Eqs. (1, 3) of the paper.
To uncouple the equations, first differentiate them:
d2 A F
dAB
expði  Db  zÞ
¼ i  j 
dz2
dz
aDBR dAF
þ j  Db  AB expði  Db  zÞ 
2 dz
d 2 AB
dAF
expði  Db  zÞ
¼ i  j 
dz2
dz
þ j  Db  AF expði  Db  zÞ þ



j j þ i  Db

ð30Þ
The coefficients of reflection and transmission may be
determined by substituting Eqs. (29, 30) into Eqs. (27, 28):
rF ¼

ð23Þ
¼

AB ð0Þ
A F ð 0Þ
i  2  j  sinhðs  LDBR Þ
ði  Db þ aDBR Þ sinhðs  LDBR Þ  2  s  coshðs  LDBR Þ

ð31Þ
aDBR dAB
2 dz

ð24Þ
tF ¼

Complete the decoupling by substitution from Eqs. (1, 3) in
order to obtain separate differential equations for the
forward and backward propagating field amplitudes:
d2 A F
¼
dz2

i  j  A1 ð0Þ  expðs  LDBR Þ
:
ði  Db þ aDBR Þ sinhðs  LDBR Þ  2  s  coshðs  LDBR Þ
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4
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þ
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AB  i  Db
dz2
2
4
dz
ð26Þ
The general solution of Eqs. (25, 26) is Eqs. (4–6) of the
paper.

¼

AF ðLÞ
AF ð0Þ
2  s  exp i Db
2  LDBR
ði  Db þ aDBR Þ sinhðs  LDBR Þ þ 2  s  coshðs  LDBR Þ
ð32Þ

where rF is the coefficient of reflection and tF is the
coefficient of transmission. It is trivial to manipulate Eqs.
(31, 32) into Eqs. (7, 8).
First-order approximation of null point coefficient
of reflection
To arrive at the null point reflectance to first order in aDBR,
begin by considering the parameter s described by Eq. (6)
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at the null point Dbnull described by Eq. (10). Neglecting
the term that is second order in aDBR, the product sLDBR at
such a point becomes:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
aDBR 2
s  LDBR  ðn  pÞ2 þi  Dbnull
 LDBR :
ð33Þ
2
Next, take the Taylor series of the radical in Eq. (33) and
keep the terms to first order in aDBR:
!
i  Dbnull  aDBR  L2DBR
s  LDBR  n  ip 1 
4 ð n  pÞ 2
Db  aDBR  L2DBR
¼ n  ip þ null
:
ð34Þ
4np
Next use the approximation in Eq. (34) to simplify the term
in the denominator of coefficient of reflectance Eq. (7)
containing the hyperbolic tangent:
s  LDBR
n  ip

:
tanhðs  LDBR Þ tanh n  ip þ Dbnull aDBR L2DBR
4np

ð35Þ

Taking the hyperbolic tangent to first order and substituting
in Eq. (10), Eq. (35) becomes:
s  LDBR
n  ip

tanhðs  LDBR Þ Dbnull aDBR L2DBR
4np

¼

2  i  n2  p2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
aDBR  LDBR j j  L2DBR þ ðn  pÞ2
ð36Þ

Substituting Eqs. (36) and (10) into Eq. (6) and keeping
only terms of the first order in aDBR results in the
expression for reflectance:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðaDBR  LDBR Þðj  LDBR Þ j j  L2DBR þ ðn  pÞ2
rF ¼
:
2  n2  p2
ð37Þ
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It is trivial to verify that taking the magnitude of Eq. (37)
results in Eq. (11).
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